Abstract-With the deepening of the "safe city" construction, to introduce a large number of high-definition cameras video data as the foundation, construction of the virtual bayonet system. The system uses image processing technology for real-time monitoring of the movement of vehicles, the use of moving vehicle detection and tracking methods to achieve the speed of the moving vehicle detection; Provide traffic parameter for the safe city system, realize the city's network surveillance, to provide effective information for the public security case investigation, improves the automation of a business system of public security.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the deepening of the construction of "safe city", the introduction of high-definition camera number has increased dramatically, on the basis of high-definition video camera data construction of the virtual bayonet system. And video motion speed of the vehicle is one of the important parameters of the virtual bayonet system, is to realize the urban network monitor and improve the basis of public security business system automation.
In this paper, vehicle speed detection of virtual bayonet system is to use the road high-definition camera and digital image processing method for video image sequence analysis and processing, Using background difference method and frame difference method combined with vehicle moving target detection in video sequences, Motion vehicle detection with the actual the change of the external factors such as illumination in the scene, scene background will often change, so the background image needs to updated in real time, using mathematical morphological operation to merge noise field and eliminating scattered holes in the target area, and then extract the complete moving targets ;Using the extended Kalman filter fast target tracking algorithm to detect the vehicle target tracking, to extract the vehicle target location information. According to the camera calibration method to obtain the image displacement and movement distance of the vehicle; Using frames timing method to obtain the interval between frames, Actual speed of the vehicle is detected according to the formula.
II. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
In this paper, the vehicle speed detection algorithm of virtual bayonet system, mainly includes moving vehicles target detection, vehicle moving target tracking and vehicle speed detection, the algorithm flow chart is as follows. 
III. MOVING VEHICLE DETECTION
The video sequence image preprocessing, Average method is used to extract the background image, and the adaptive background updating method is adopted for background update, through difference method and frame difference method Combination accurate way to accurately extract the current frame the movement of the vehicle.
• video sequence frame image extraction intervals, To gray-scale image processing, using average method to extract the initial background image ;
• The grayscale of the and the frame image of the video sequence at the point are , ; the frame difference method to obtain change area image , the background difference method to obtain the initial target image ;
• The real-time dynamically updating background. Background difference method to extract the moving object, is sensitive to the change of the background, when the background illumination changes, if not timely update the background image will produce error detection results, so for a long time to the detection of target, background light is necessarily change over time, must adopt the method of adaptive background updating;
• Moving region Image and initial target image is AND operation to obtain the initial motion silhouette target image ; initial target image and motion silhouette target image is XOR to obtain empty area image ; initial target image and empty area image is OR to obtain moving vehicle image ;
• Using mathematical morphology operation to moving vehicle image of sports field and eliminate the target holes, and then extract the complete moving targets.
IV. MOVING VEHICLE TRACKING
According to the detected moving vehicle, using the extended Kalman filter algorithm for fast tracking the target vehicle tracking, at the same time, to extract the vehicle target location information.
• According to the detected moving vehicles, establish moving target tracking window;
• Start of the first track of the frame image, to the image of the detected motion of the vehicle target established Kalman filter, and the respective parameters are initialized;
• According to the motion of the vehicle target detection, access to the vehicle centroid location, size and other characteristics of the vehicle value, and according to these characteristics established using the extended Kalman filter motion model to predict the target position in the next frame of the vehicle that may arise;
• Using extended Kalman filter in the next frame the prediction range to search target images, and in accordance with the rules of the moving object matching;
• Target matching success is moving target template updating, if does not match with new target templates to create;
• Accurate vehicle moving target tracking, and to extract the vehicle tracking position information.
V. SPEED DETECTION Based on vehicle tracking for vehicle target position in different frames of image information, using the camera calibration method for vehicle image displacement and the actual relative displacement transformation, Obtained from the motion of the vehicle, Using frames timing method to obtain the interval between frames .the time interval between adjacent frames are known, the speed of the vehicle is obtained according to the formula.
• when the number of frames timing determination of traffic time, this method refers to some frames in video sequences in the image acquisition card to moment;
• When the video sequence is a frame in the vehicle to begin moving vehicle detection, and the interval between 15 frames for the fixed time tracking the vehicle target, according to the tracking record vehicle target position in different frames of image points and image acquisition time;
• According to the camera calibration and vehicles target in the position of the image coordinates of point target ，to get the vehicle target in the actual physical three-dimensional coordinate position, the vehicle target position on an actual road;
• According to the multiple locations on the vehicle target in the actual path points to calculate the vehicles in the segment time distance;
• According to the formula to calculate the vehicle speed.
VI. CONCLUSION
Vehicle speed detection algorithm of virtual bayonet system, this paper uses the high-definition cameras installed on road resources, using image processing method for image sequences in the video analysis and processing, detect the moving vehicle target, using an extended Kalman filter tracking method tracking, and get a vehicle target position in different frames of image information, use the camera calibration method to calculate the vehicle's movement distance, the interval between frames are known, the speed of the vehicle calculated according to the formula. The experiments show that the detection system has a reliable and stable detection accuracy can meet the requirements of realtime system, the vehicle speed detecting bayonet system.
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